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Turns the thumbnail display at the right side of the screen off to create 
more image viewing space and turns it back on when needed

Flips the image horizontally 
Flips the image vertically  

Rotates the image counter clockwise 
Rotates the image clockwise

Toggles image optimization on or off
Toggles image sharpening on or off

Switches right 
mouse button to 

Move mode

Inverts the image (black to white and vice versa)

Turns on or off the left mouse button 
brightness/contrast adjustment 

Switches right mouse 
button to  crop mode

Opens the measurement toolkit pull down menu
Toggles the Levels window on or off

Switches right mouse button 
to Region Of Interest Mode 

Still Mode
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Prints the “live” image as it appears on the screen including any measurements, 
annotations, adjustments and the patient data from the top of the window

Starts the Dicom send function

Opens the Select a Patient window 
(note: does not clear patient data)

Clears all patient data  and 
thumbnails from the screen

Starts a new patient folder (note: does not clear patient data)

Starts the CD burn function, any and all jpegs or CR2s from the 
patient folder can be burnt to a CD or to an removable drive

Starts the countdown 
window for a Still X-Ray

Starts the Anonymous Export function

Toggles between Still and 
Motion Studies

Creates either a HQ or reduced size jpeg of the “live” image 
depending on the preferences settings. The Quality and file size of 

the HQ JPEG can be adjusted in the preferences window

Still Mode

Opens the “Join a 
Meeting” page 

of the Go to Meeting website 
for support or training
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Prints the “live” image as it appears on the screen including any measurements, 
annotations, adjustments and the patient data from the top of the window

Starts the Dicom send function

Opens the Select a Patient window 
(note: does not clear patient data)

Clears all patient data  and 
thumbnails from the screen

Starts a new patient folder (note: does not clear patient data)

Starts the CD burn function, any and all jpegs or CR2s from the 
patient folder can be burnt to a CD or to an removable drive

Starts the countdown 
window for a Motion Study

Starts the Anonymous Export function

Toggles between Still and 
Motion Studies

Creates either a HQ or reduced size jpeg of the “live” image 
depending on the preferences settings. The Quality and file size of 

the HQ JPEG can be adjusted in the preferences window

Motion Mode

Opens the “Join a 
Meeting” page 

of the Go to Meeting website 
for support or training
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The new A2D2 software has the option to customize the 
toolbar, simply right click with the mouse pointer 
anywhere on the toolbar without an icon and the pull down 
menu will appear that will allow you to turn on/off some of 
the icons that some clinics never use

If there is a check mark in front of 
the icon description the icon will 
show, if there isn’t a check mark 
in front of the icon description the 
icon will not show
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